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on earth english meaning cambridge dictionary

Apr 06 2024

meaning of on earth in english on earth idiom add to word list infml
in any conditions of all possible things how on earth did this happen
what on earth is that awful noise

on earth definition and meaning collins english
dictionary

Mar 05 2024

apr 28 2024   definition of on earth word frequency on earth phrase on
earth is used for emphasis in questions that begin with words such as
how why what or where it is often used to suggest that there is no
obvious or easy answer to the question being asked emphasis how on
earth did that happen what on earth had

how what why etc on earth cambridge english

Feb 04 2024

used when you are extremely surprised confused or angry about
something how on earth did this happen why on earth didn t you tell me
before smart vocabulary related words and phrases linguistics question
words expressions amirite devil extent how about idiom in god s heaven
s name idiom interrogative question tag trick

idioms what does on earth mean english language
learners

Jan 03 2024

nov 26 2016   what does on earth mean ask question asked 8 years 9
months ago modified 7 years 5 months ago viewed 1k times 2 i have a
query about the meaning of on earth here is an example what on earth
are you doing under the table at here what is the purpose of on earth
idioms exclamatives share improve this question

on earth definition in the cambridge english
dictionary

Dec 02 2023

on earth idiom add to word list infml in any conditions of all
possible things how on earth did this happen what on earth is that
awful noise note used after the question
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on earth definition in american english collins
english

Nov 01 2023

apr 26 2024   definition of on earth word frequency on earth phrase on
earth is used for emphasis in questions that begin with words such as
how why what or where it is often used to suggest that there is no
obvious or easy answer to the question being asked emphasis how on
earth did that happen see full dictionary entry for earth

on earth definition meaning dictionary com

Sep 30 2023

on earth definition meaning dictionary com on earth like nothing on
earth incomparable for example that perfume smells like nothing on
earth or her new hair

on earth wiktionary the free dictionary

Aug 30 2023

nov 17 2023   expletive used for emphasis after an interrogative word
1895 oscar wilde the importance of being earnest act i really if the
lower orders don t set us a good example what on earth is the use of
them they seem as a class to have absolutely no sense of moral
responsibility 1992 april 26 hot off the press in jeeves

on earth definition meaning merriam webster

Jul 29 2023

1 the fragmental material composing part of the surface of the globe
especially cultivable soil 2 the sphere of mortal life as
distinguished from spheres of spirit life compare heaven hell 3 a
areas of land as distinguished from sea and air b the solid footing
formed of soil ground 4

on earth definition meaning synonyms vocabulary
com

Jun 27 2023

definitions of on earth adverb used with question words to convey
surprise what on earth are you doing cite this entry style mla on
earth vocabulary com dictionary
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